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Industry:
Oil and Gas

Footprint
In addition to running most JDE 
modules (AP, AR, GL, 
Purchasing, Inventory, Sales 
Order, Service, CRM) EP also 
has a lot of customized JDE 
modules which are running all 
day long, like Degree Day which 
constantly analyzes customer 
house & location creating a 
constant conversation between 
their appointment scheduling 
software (Oracle Real-Time 
Scheduler/ORS)

“The ROI for us was evident, I 
would be amazed if any JDE 
service or delivery business 
struggled to cost justify Smart 
Scheduler. We’ve seen an 
even greater return than 
expected!”

“Smart Scheduler is CRAZY 
FLEXIBLE! It has allot of great 
features and we are still 
exploring creative ways to use 
it!”

Eastern Propane

Eastern Propane & Oil has been family owned & operated since 1932. Rapidly growing, the 
company was challenged to maintain their job volume with the standard JD Edwards job 
scheduler  – which is outdated by decades. Offering customers a prompt pay discount, it is 
essential that invoicing is accurate and on-time. In addition, Eastern Propane has 
inventory constantly moving between 20+ storage facilitates & two rail facilities by over 
120 drivers to serve the needs of more than 100,000 residential & commercial customers. 
They looked to Smart Scheduler to solve these needs. 

Challenges
• Using a dated scheduling tool to manage 400+ jobs, some running 1000s of times daily
• Limitations with scheduling, reporting & dependencies, inefficiency costs time & money
• Continued growth & acquisitions mean a constant influx of new drivers & geographies 
• Large volume of invoicing causing problems with customers (& internally) when not 

executed within exact date perimeters
• Can’t depend on the standard scheduler for various functions & third party systems
• Sleepless nights & weekends spent around important accounting functions, long 

complex overnight processes & ongoing manual work were incredibly taxing on IT staff
• No notifications of job failure issues (zombies, long running jobs, scheduler failure, etc)
• Ongoing use of CNC hours to manage job changes or failures

Smart Scheduler Solution
• Smart Schedule is ensuring a large number of jobs run efficiently & reliability. It is now 

incredibly easy to schedule jobs at varying times & volumes. 
• Automation of the manual processes now keep invoicing accurate to Eastern Propane’s 

exact scheduling needs, with no messy cleanups or customer complaints. 
• Adjustments for holidays, weekends & peak periods, as well as maintaining jobs & 

invoicing are all aligned with operating hours with just a click of a button rather than 
many hours of tedious and error-prone work.

• Smart Scheduler is reliably providing automatic & up-to-date inventory counts, which is 
ensuring worker compliance and that drivers can deliver each day. 

• No more waiting jobs! Smart Scheduler kicks off jobs immediately in the succession of 
a stream. Nightly processing that used to complete at 3 AM, now completes before 
midnight, & sends notifications of status updates - BEFORE it’s too late to intervene.

• Checklist activities automatically take place in Smart Scheduler, which eliminates 
unnecessary job checking. The system sends notifications tailored to the preferences of 
the users – for example, knowing if a job ran, receiving reports, & automatic delivery 
of PDF or CSV of the output to users. This creates an easy, seamless user experience.

• Smart Scheduler has eliminated many tasks from employees & the remote CNC team. 
An estimated  10-12 hrs. per week of remote CNC time has been saved with Smart 
Scheduler’s recent update, about the same when the tool was installed initially (an 
estimated savings of over $93k annually!)


